Steady-state kinetic behaviour of functioning-dependent structures.
A fundamental problem in biochemistry is that of the nature of the coordination between and within metabolic and signalling pathways. It is conceivable that this coordination might be assured by what we term functioning-dependent structures (FDSs), namely those assemblies of proteins that associate with one another when performing tasks and that disassociate when no longer performing them. To investigate a role in coordination for FDSs, we have studied numerically the steady-state kinetics of a model system of two sequential monomeric enzymes, E(1) and E(2). Our calculations show that such FDSs can display kinetic properties that the individual enzymes cannot. These include the full range of basic input/output characteristics found in electronic circuits such as linearity, invariance, pulsing and switching. Hence, FDSs can generate kinetics that might regulate and coordinate metabolism and signalling. Finally, we suggest that the occurrence of terms representative of the assembly and disassembly of FDSs in the classical expression of the density of entropy production are characteristic of living systems.